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ABSTRACT: Although moisture-laden airflow towards a mountain is a necessary ingredient, the results from the Mesoscale
Alpine Programme (MAP) demonstrate that detailed knowledge of the orographically modified flow is crucial for predicting
the intensity, location and duration of orographic precipitation. Understanding the orographically modified flow as it occurs
in the Alps is difficult since it depends on the static stability of the flow at low levels, which is heavily influenced by
synoptic conditions, the complex effects of latent heating, and the mountain shape, which has important and complicated
variations on scales ranging from a few to hundreds of kilometres. Central themes in all of the precipitation-related
MAP studies are the ways in which the complex Alpine orography influences the moist, stratified airflow to produce
the observed precipitation patterns, by determining the location and rate of upward air motion and triggering fine-scale
motions and microphysical processes that locally enhance the growth and fallout of precipitation. In this paper we review
the major findings from the MAP observations and describe some new research directions that have been stimulated by
MAP results. Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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1.

Introduction

Improved understanding of orographic precipitation was
among the major goals of the Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP; Bougeault et al., 2001; Volkert and
Gutermann, 2007). Here we summarize advances toward
this goal resulting from MAP and MAP-related research.
Basic aspects of orographic precipitation have been
recently reviewed (Roe, 2005; Smith, 2006) and so only
the barest essentials of the problem will be outlined
here. Organized thinking about orographic precipitation
traditionally begins by breaking the problem down into
three components (Figure 1): (1) moist, large-scale flow
towards an obstacle (hill, mountain or mountain chain),
(2) mesoscale orographically induced lifting of the largescale flow (which cools the air to saturation and induces
condensation), and (3) conversion of the condensate to
precipitable particles (by some combination of smallerscale convection, turbulent air motions, and cloud microphysics). These factors constitute the general framework
for viewing a very complicated problem. In reality, the
large-scale flow has important spatial and temporal variations, real orography is three-dimensional (3D) and irregular, convective and turbulent air motions depend on the
shear and static stability of the flow over the terrain,
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and the microphysics of converting condensate to precipitation can vary greatly from one situation to the next
(depending on the temperature as well as the strength
and small-scale variability of the vertical air motions
controlling condensation). Moreover, certain processes
suggested by Figure 1 may be intimately connected (e.g.
the positive feedback between the orographic lifting and
condensation through the effect of latent heating). The
challenge for the analyst is to understand these connections along with other real-world complexities well
enough to make accurate predictions of orographic precipitation. Our aim here is to illustrate how the MAP
results have advanced us toward meeting that challenge.
This summary of lessons learned from MAP regarding orographic precipitation is subdivided into sections
summarizing work done in anticipation of the MAP

Convection
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Microphysics

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the elements of orographic precipitation: large-scale flow, orographic lifting and condensation, and conversion of condensate to precipitation.
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SOP (Special Observation Period; autumn 1999) (Section 2) and analysis of the SOP results (sections 3
and 4). Subsequent related developments in the field,
suggestions and an outlook for future work are given
in section 5.

2.

Pre-SOP findings

2.1. Synoptic and mesoscale processes of orographic
precipitation over the Alps, as known before MAP
MAP was conducted in the autumn season, when lowlevel flows of Mediterranean air ahead of well-defined
baroclinic troughs rise over the Alps and often produce
heavy rain and floods. Consequently, MAP contributes
primarily to understanding that type of orographically
influenced precipitation. More highly convective orographic precipitation, of the type that sometimes produces
severe convection and flash floods over mountainous terrain in the summer seaons (e.g. Maddox et al., 1978;
Caracena et al., 1979) were relatively infrequent during
MAP.
In the 1990s a number of autumn-season, floodproducing, heavy-rain events associated with trough passages occurred in the Alps and later became the subjects
of several pre-MAP studies. Doswell et al. (1998), Buzzi
and Foschini (2000), and Lin et al. (2001) summarize
the ‘ingredients’ for heavy orographic precipitation for
some of these cases. For example, heavy-rain events
associated with slowly eastward-moving, north–south
elongated troughs (Massacand et al., 1998) imply moist,
southerly (Alps-directed) airflow. In any particular case
not all ‘ingredients’ are required, as illustrated by the following contrasting circumstances. Conditional instability
of air rising over the Alps was a critical ingredient for the
Vaison-La-Romaine flood (Sénési et al., 1996) whereas
for the 1994 Piedmont flood, the thermodynamic stability
was close to moist neutral (Doswell et al., 1998).
Numerical simulations of these cases demonstrated the
critical importance of latent heating in reducing the effective static stability so that the moist southerly flow could
go over (and produce precipitation) rather than around the
essentially 3 km-tall barrier presented by the Alps (Buzzi
et al., 1998; Ferretti et al., 2000; Figure 2(a)). More generally, it was recognized that the 3D complexity of the
Alpine orography together with these latent-heat effects

on stability present a formidable challenge to numerical simulations and prediction of orographic precipitation
(Buzzi and Foschini, 2000, p. 145). Attempts to unravel
the complex effects of the actual Alpine orography and
the effects of latent heating on static stability were carried
out through simplified numerical experiments. Schneidereit and Schär (2000) showed that the particular shape
of the Alps leads to enhanced rain in the concavity
(Figure 2(b)). Horizontal variation of static stability due
to moisture gradients was also suggested as a possible
contributor to low-level horizontal convergence at particular locations (Schneidereit and Schär, 2000; Rotunno
and Ferretti 2001; Figure 2(a)).
2.2. Pre-MAP understanding of precipitation growth
processes in baroclinic storms passing over major
mountain ranges
Mountains can affect precipitation in various ways.
(Chapter 12 of Houze (1993) gives a summary of
orographic precipitation mechanisms.) MAP sought to
understand how precipitation processes are affected when
midlatitude baroclinic systems pass over the mountain
range during the autumn season, when floods are most
likely. The first field studies of precipitation processes
in midlatitude storms passing over mountain ranges took
place in the 1970s and 1980s in the western USA, in
the Cascade Project in Washington (Hobbs, 1975), the
Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project (SCPP) in California
(Marwitz, 1983, 1987), and the Colorado Orographic
Seeding Experiment (COSE III, Peterson et al., 1991).
Those programs showed that the precipitation processes
on the windward sides of the mountain ranges are a
sensitive function of the low-level thermodynamic and
wind conditions upstream. In particular, the precipitation growth processes may be different depending on
whether or not the low-level flow undergoes blocking
(flow around) or is unblocked (flow over). Blocking
has also been found to enhance the precipitation at a
mesoscale distance upstream of the Western Ghats, on the
west coast of India (Grossman and Durran, 1984). In an
investigation of radar data obtained on the Mediterranean
side of the Alps during the pre-MAP year of 1998 as
well as during MAP, Houze et al. (2001) also found that,
under blocked conditions, the low-level flow (in the layer
below 2 km amsl) turned cyclonically as it approached
the Alpine barrier, instead of rising over the terrain. In
(b)

(a)

Concavity
Flow Over
(Weak Stability)

Flow Around
(Strong Stability)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of Alpine-scale orographic flow modification illustrating (a) the importance of weak stability enabling the depicted
southerly flow to surmount the tall Alpine barrier instead of flowing around (to the west in the Northern Hemisphere), and (b) the effects of
Alpine shape in directing southerly flow towards the concavity.
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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these cases, precipitation was enhanced ∼150 km (about
a Rossby radius of deformation) upstream of the terrain,
indicating that, in connection with the blocking, lowlevel flow began rising far in advance of the barrier. This
dichotomy of orographic flow patterns – blocked versus
unblocked – remains a theme in interpreting the MAP
SOP results (section 4).
SCPP examined the microphysics of orographic precipitation, and it was found that riming played an important role in the growth of the precipitation particles. The
microphysics of orographic precipitation were also studied in the Cascade Project of the early 1970s. That study
also showed that riming was an especially important
microphysical process in determining the fallout of precipitation on the windward side of the mountain range
(Hobbs, 1975). Riming was the mechanism by which
supercooled droplets, formed by upward motion over the
windward slope, could attach themselves to precipitation
particles and thus fall out on the windward slope rather
than be carried over the barrier by the mean flow. In
addition, Hobbs (1975) reported that much of the riming was found to occur in the lowest 1 km above the
surface of the windward slope. Figure 3 (from Hobbs
et al., 1973) illustrates how the riming at low altitudes
leads to trajectories of particles that fall out much more
quickly on the windward slope. Recently Roe (2005) and
Smith (2006) have again emphasized the sensitivity of
orographic precipitation patterns to the fallout trajectories of the particles. These trajectories are affected by
the riming process, which makes the particles heavier and
thus shortens the time between generation of new cloud
liquid water by orographically induced upward motion
and the subsequent arrival of precipitation at the surface
on the windward slopes. This low-altitude riming process contributes to what Smith (1979) referred to as the
‘efficiency’ of orographic precipitation, which is made

high when cloud water is converted rapidly to precipitation before the cloud water is advected over the barrier.
White et al. (2003) showed in an analysis of a 1998
field programme in the California coastal mountains that
coalescence of drops at low levels also contributes to the
rapid fallout of orographically produced condensate. The
collection of cloud droplets by raindrops below the 0 ° C
level is the warm cloud equivalent of the riming processes. Thus, past field studies implicate both riming and
coalescence at low altitudes as being primarily responsible for the rapid conversion of orographically generated
cloud water to precipitation falling on the mountainside
upwind of the crest.
In summary, pre-SOP studies of precipitation growth
processes showed that the precipitation mechanisms vary
according to whether the low-level flow is unblocked and
easily rises over the barrier or whether the low-level is
blocked or retarded in some other way so that a relatively
stagnant or slow-moving layer of air lies underneath
the more rapidly rising air. In both cases, smaller-scale
embedded cellular air motions occur and play a role in
the enhancement of the growth processes, but the nature
of the smaller-scale cellular motions is different in the
two different basic flow regimes. These matters will be
addressed in section 4.
3. Synoptic and mesoscale analysis of the MAP
SOP data
Several of the MAP Intensive Observing Periods (IOPs)
have been the subjects of extensive case studies using
observations, models or some combination thereof. In the
following, we give a brief sketch of the principal findings
from the individual studies along with commentary. The
central geographical reference in the following discussion
is the region of focused observation in north-western Italy
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Figure 3. Ice particle trajectories showing the effects of riming of snow particles embedded in the flow over the mountain barrier. Air motions
were taken from a 2D model of the flow over a mountain barrier similar to the Cascade Range of Washington State. More heavily rimed
particles fall out more quickly on the windward slope. Particles undergoing less riming are advected over the crest of the mountain range by the
cross-barrier flow. From Hobbs et al., 1973.
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ECMWF ANALYSIS
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Figure 4. ECMWF analysis of 500 hPa heights (with contour interval 5 dam) at (a) 06 UTC on 20 September 1999 and (b) 06 UTC on 21
October 1999. (c, d) show 925 hPa wind (arrows) and water vapour mixing ratio (contour interval 2 g kg−1 , with values > 10 g kg−1 shaded)
at the same times (after Rotunno and Ferretti, 2003). The small box in all panels marks the Lago Maggiore Target Area.

(the Lago Maggiore Target Area (LMTA), indicated in
Figure 4).
3.1.

Convection in IOP 2a

Perhaps the most clearly convective case in MAP was that
of IOP 2a (Seity et al., 2003). Richard et al. (2003), using
a mesoscale numerical model, showed that low-level easterly flow in the Po Valley triggered a squall line on the
south-eastward-facing Alpine slopes in the LMTA and
that it subsequently propagated south-eastwards through
redevelopment stimulated by thunderstorm surface outflows (their Figure 7). Sensitivity tests showed that the
squall-line propagation and rainfall were sensitive to
the microphysical scheme, with the more detailed icemicrophysical scheme giving the closest comparison with
observations (their Tables 2, 3). This result is not surprising given the lightning activity, hail, and large amount
of rain observed during this storm (Seity et al., 2003).
Subsequent simulations of the same case using different (equally plausible) initial analyses indicated a strong
solution sensitivity (Lascaux et al., 2004).
Experience during MAP indicates that forecasting convective weather in mountainous terrain shares the basic
problems and promises of the newly emerging field of
numerical forecasting of convective weather (e.g. Done
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

et al., 2004; Weisman et al., 2004) – large-scale conditions often give a good indication of where and when
convection will begin, but there is limited predictability
on the smaller (convective) scales. Information on these
scales is needed, for example, as input for hydrological
models of flooding events (e.g. Ranzi et al., 2007). Finding the optimal amount of reliable information from these
forecasts is a continuing challenge. Further discussion of
this point can be found in the last section and in the
article by Richard et al. (2007).
3.2.

IOP 2b compared with IOP 8

A leitmotif for several of the MAP analyses was the
comparison of the slightly convective but very heavy
rainfall case IOP 2b with the non-convective (in the
LTMA, see below), widespread and long-lasting rainfall
case IOP 8. Medina and Houze (2003a) and Rotunno
and Ferretti (2003) noted that although both IOPs 2b and
8 had slowly eastward-moving, north–south elongated
troughs (Figures 4(a), (b)), the presence of a low-level
stable layer in the Po Valley during IOP 8 produced flows
with very different rainfall patterns in the LMTA. (Note
the complete blocking of the southerly flow at the Italian
coast in Figure 4(d) in comparison to unblocked southerly
flow at the Italian coast evident in Figure 4(c).) These
two cases were part of the aforementioned more general
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: 811–830 (2007)
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study by Houze et al. (2001), in which it was found that
under blocked conditions precipitation was enhanced over
a region ∼150 km upstream of the Alps.
3.3. Stable layer in IOP 8
The stable layer in the Po Valley during IOP 8 had
several interesting effects. First and foremost, its ability
to persist despite the strong synoptic-scale southerlies
(Figure 4(d)) was not captured until late by the forecast
models (Rotunno and Ferretti, 2003) and the actual
rainfall in north-western Italy was far less than expected.
(On the morning of 20 October 1999, heavy rain in the
LMTA for the following day was judged by forecasters to
be a certainty.) Evidence from airborne and ground-based
Doppler radar and dropsondes (Bousquet and Smull,
2003a) indicated that this stable layer in the Po Valley
flowed southwards into the Gulf of Genoa (Figure 5(a))
where it encountered the synoptic-scale southerly flow
(Figure 4(d)) and triggered convective cells; Bousquet
and Smull (2003a) conjectured that remnants of this deep
convection advected northwards made up the relatively
widespread stratiform precipitation over the Po Valley
and Alps (Figure 5(b)). Numerical simulations of IOP 8
by Lin et al. (2005; their Figure 15) are consistent
with this interpretation, although more recent results by
Reeves and Lin (2006) indicate that weak convective
instability conditions may have been produced northward
of the Appenines by layer lifting.
At the time of writing, it is not clear what went
wrong with the real-time numerical weather prediction

system in this case or how often such failures occur.
A recent study by Hoggarth et al. (2006) suggests that
in the shallow layer of cold air advected from the east
in IOP 8, radiation and evaporation all played a role in
the maintenance of the cold air in the Po Valley. Some
retrospective analysis of the numerical prediction for this
case would certainly be helpful.
3.4. Mesoscale airflow patterns in IOP 2b
IOP 2b corresponded most closely to expectations for
heavy precipitation cases based on the pre-SOP studies
discussed above and has thus far received the most attention. Asencio et al. (2003), Rotunno and Ferretti (2003)
and Smith et al. (2003) all used a combination of observations and mesoscale model simulations to interpret the
events leading to the observed heavy rainfall. Georgis
et al. (2003) interpreted IOP 2b through a combination of
triple-Doppler analysis and in sit data. Although IOP 2b
was officially 19–20 September 1999, each of the these
papers examines different sub-periods of these two days.
These sub-periods can be distinguished as pre-frontal (19
September), frontal (00–12 UTC on 20 September) and
post-frontal (12–24 UTC on 20 September) based on the
eastward progression of the surface front (identified in
Figure 4(c) by the wind shift along 10 ° E, 40–45 ° N) past
the LMTA.
The IOP 2b study by Smith et al. (2003) was primarily
concerned with how the moist air mass approaching the
Alps lost its moisture through precipitation (air-mass
transformation). For 20 September 1999, they found that

Figure 5. Combined airborne and ground-based Doppler radar analyses of the wind (arrows) and reflectivity (dBZ, colour shading) during IOP 8
for 0815–0825 UTC on 21 October 1999 at (a) 0.5 km amsl and (b) 2.5 km amsl (after Bousquet and Smull, 2003a).
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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approximately 35% of the southerly water vapour flux
encountering the southern flank of the Alps (at 45.5 ° N,
8–13 ° E; Figure 6(a)) was lost as precipitation as the air
passed over the Alps. Model trajectory analysis showed
that the rising air parcels did not sink upon emerging
from the orographic cloud (as they do in the schematic
diagram in Figure 1), but rather stayed at their cloud-exit
altitudes. (Figure 6(a) indicates that the parcel starting
upstream at 8.5 ° E, 45.5 ° N at z = 1.5 km amsl goes to
z = 3.5 km amsl downstream.) In contrast, air parcels
from the same altitude and latitude, but from a longitude
where the air did not pass through a cloud, were found
to descend in the lee of the Alps. (Figure 6(a) indicates
that the parcel starting upstream at 12.0 ° E, 45.5 ° N at
z = 1.5 km amsl goes to z = 1.2 km amsl downstream.)
Smith et al. (2003) note that this upward and downward
deflection of neighbouring streams can be characterized
as air-mass ‘scrambling’ which represents a significant
departure from classical ideas on air-mass transformation
based on 2D flow.
Asencio et al. (2003) examined the precipitation events
over the entire two-day period of IOP 2b. On 19 September 1999, the surface front was well to the west of the
LMTA. Observed and modelled convective storm cells,
triggered as the warm, moist unstable southerly flow
passed over the Apennines, drifted northwards towards
the LMTA. On 20 September the north–south oriented
front slowly passed from west to east over the LMTA
(Figure 4(c)). Asencio et al. (2003) found that in this second period, the modelled rainfall intensity in the LMTA
was strongly correlated with the strength of the easterly
winds in the Po Valley (their Figure 14) and occurred
under much reduced convective instability. Figure 6(b)
illustrates this easterly wind through an analysis of airparcel trajectories followed backwards in time from 05
UTC on 20 September 1999 and from 500 m amsl in the
LMTA.
In their comparison of IOPs 2b and 8, Rotunno and
Ferretti (2003) examined the significant precipitation
events of IOP 2b only for 20 September 1999 (essentially
the frontal and post-frontal periods as defined above).

Their Figures 7(a), (c) and (e) illustrate the 3D nonsteady character of the simulated airflow that produced
heavy rain in the LMTA during the frontal phase;
Figure 6(c) shows their analysis of air-parcel trajectories
passing through the layers of enhanced condensation
in a column located over the LMTA at 12 UTC on
20 September 1999 with air parcels at the bottom of
the column (1.5 km amsl) originating from the east in
the Po Valley, those from the middle (2.25 km amsl)
coming from the south-east and those from the top
(3.00 km amsl) coming from the south; these parcels
ascended to 4.0, 4.1 and 5.0 km, respectively. The
ascent was noted to occur under conditions of near
moist neutrality (their Figure 10(a)). In the post-frontal
air at the LMTA, the model simulation reproduced the
observed destabilization of the atmosphere (Figure 7(c)
of Rotunno and Ferretti, 2003) as well as the ensuing
deep convection at 18 UTC on 20 September 1999 in the
LMTA (Figures 4(c) and 9(c) of Rotunno and Ferretti,
2003).
Georgis et al. (2003) examined the significant precipitation events of IOP 2b from 19 UTC on 19 September to 11 UTC on 20 September 1999 using tripleDoppler radar analysis. Their analyses showed that the
most intense precipitation occurred in the LMTA when
the easterly component of the lower-level winds was
the strongest. They argued that the enhanced (orographically induced) easterly wind component, together with
the synoptic-scale southerlies (Figure 4(c)) implies there
was enhanced confluence in the western Po Valley leading to more intense rainfall; Figure 7 illustrates these
features.
They noted the role of small-scale convective cells
(Figure 7(b)) as important contributors to the enhanced
precipitation over the southern slopes of the Alps. Finally,
Georgis et al. (2003) calculated water budgets for the
box shown in their Figure 11 using the observations and
found, among other things, that approximately 14% of
the inflowing moisture was lost as precipitation as the air
passed over the Alps.

Figure 6. Trajectory analysis from three independent model simulations of the flow in IOP 2b wherein (a) Smith et al. (2003) show trajectories
starting at 06 UTC on 20 September 1999 originating at z = 1.5 km amsl (solid lines; ending altitudes indicated for two of these trajectories)
and z = 4.0 km amsl (dashed lines), (b) Asencio et al. (2003) show trajectories ending at 05 UTC on 20 September 1999 at z = 0.5 km amsl
in the vicinity of the LMTA, and (c) Rotunno and Ferretti (2003) show trajectories of air parcels passing through the column labelled ‘T’ at 12
UTC on 20 September 1999 at the levels z = 1.5, 2.25 and 3.00 km amsl (with altitude (km) indicated every hour along each trajectory). In (a)
the topography is shaded at 500 m intervals, while in (c) the topography is shaded at 1000 m intervals.
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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Figure 7. Wind vectors and reflectivity (contour interval 8 dBZ, beginning at 8 dBZ) in the LMTA at 23 UTC on 19 September 1999 for (a) a
horizontal cross-section at z = 1.5 km amsl and (b) a vertical cross-section along the bold line shown in (a) (after Georgis et al., 2003).

Each of the above-described IOP 2b case-studies is
unique in its combination of questions asked and evidence
adduced. We have just described some of the differing
emphases; we now turn to some common themes and the
few points of divergence.
Beginning with the common themes, all studies characterize the large-scale flow on 20 September 1999
upstream of the LMTA as weakly unstable and/or nearly
neutral and southerly (Figure 4(c)). Since the beginning
of systematic studies of orographic precipitation, there
has been considerable ambiguity on the role of timedependent convective-scale updraughts versus mountainfixed mesoscale mean orographic uplift (Smith, 1979).
Resolution of this ambiguity is an important focus of
research, since (as will be discussed in section 4) the
conversion of orographically generated condensate to precipitation depends in part on the small-scale motions
embedded in orographic uplift, which in turn, affect
microphysical processes.
Browning et al. (1974) and Hill et al. (1981) noted
small-scale cells forming upstream of terrain and intensifying over peaks of relatively small hills in the British
Isles. MAP cases with upstream instability were consistent with this behaviour. Figure 8 (from Smith et al.,
2003), Georgis et al. (2003, their Figures 6, 7), and
Asencio et al. (2003, their Figure 12) showed evidence
for convective cells being advected northwards into
the LMTA by the upstream cross-barrier flow. Furthermore, the slant of the echo pattern in the time–distance
plot shown in Figure 8 indicates that these cells were
enhanced as they encountered specific mountain peaks,
suggesting a strong orographic control. Medina and
Houze (2003a) showed that the mean radar echo structure over several hours during the storm had the form of a
vertically oriented maximum of reflectivity over the first
major peak of the terrain encountered by the cross-barrier
flow. This maximum was, moreover, collocated with a
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

maximum in the low-level upslope flow. Asencio et al.
(2003) obtained a similar result with a high-resolution
(2.5 km) numerical model. Medina and Houze (2003a)
found that the mean vertically oriented maximum was
apparently at least partly made up of intermittent cells,
consistent with the above-mentioned studies. The mean
upslope flow probably played a role in releasing and/or
strengthening the cells over the first peak of terrain. In
section 4, we will discuss in more detail the cellularity that enhances precipitation over the barrier in both
statically stable and unstable conditions.
During IOP 2b, the Alpine-scale orographic flow modification was characterized by easterly flow in the Po
Valley, as noted in Asencio et al. (2003), Georgis et al.
(2003), and Rotunno and Ferretti (2003). The precise
role of this feature is given differing interpretations in
these studies. Asencio et al. (2003) presented evidence
in their Figures 13 and 14 that the rainfall in LMTA
correlates strongly with low-level easterly flow running
up the eastward-facing slopes of the Alps in the LMTA
(see also Figure 6(b)). Rotunno and Ferretti (2003) show
evidence that significant contributions to the condensation over the LMTA came from layers well above the
low-level easterly flow layer (their Figure 12(a)), hence
significant contributions to the condensation in the column of air above the LMTA came from the mid-level
(3 km amsl) southerly airstream as well as the low-level
easterly airstream; Figure 6(c) shows that both low-level
and mid-level airstreams come together and flow up the
south-eastward-facing slopes of the Alps.
The theme of southerly flow meeting the easterly, orographically modified flow was also emphasized by Georgis et al. (2003). However they present evidence that an
east-to-west relative humidity gradient (implying increasing static stability to the east, as shown in Figure 2(a))
was not at work in IOP 2b, as argued by Rotunno and
Ferretti (2003). In our opinion, it is very difficult to
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: 811–830 (2007)
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Figure 8. Time (UTC) versus distance diagram of Monte Lema radar reflectivity (shading; white contour highlights cells) along 9.15 ° E at 4 km
altitude for 20 September 1999 with terrain profile (solid black) (after Smith et al., 2003).

evaluate the humidity-gradient hypothesis purely from
the available observations; the sounding from Verona
shown in Figure 4 of Georgis et al. (2003) is, from the
Alpine-scale point of view, already in the orographically
modified flow; the 850 hPa objective humidity analyses (their Figure 3) are subject to rather large sampling
error (e.g. Asencio et al. 2003). Evidence in favour of
the humidity gradient having produced a stability gradient in IOP 2b comes from model simulations which
may regarded as interpolators of the large-scale data to
smaller scales. Figures 8(a) and (b) of Rotunno and Ferretti (2003) show a tongue of nearly neutral air from the
warm, moist tongue surmounting more-stable air from
the eastern Po Valley over the LMTA. Further evidence
comes from the simulation shown in Figure 1 of Smith
et al. (2003), which indicates a humidity gradient in the
approaching southerly flow at 44 ° N (consistent with the
ECMWF analysis shown in Figure 4(c)) and from their
trajectory analysis (Figure 6(a)) showing that parcels in
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

the western Po Valley from z = 1.5 km amsl go directly
over the Alps while those starting from the same level but
further to the east are significantly deflected westwards.
Whatever may be the merits of the differing positions, it is clear that orographic flow modification
with many-scaled topography under the influence of
latent heating, Coriolis effects, mesoscale variations in
the approaching wind and also boundary-layer effects
(Chiao et al., 2004) presents a very complicated problem. This problem has motivated one of the new
research directions that we will discuss in the following
section.
3.5.

Fronts passing the Alps

The complexity of the mesoscale orographic flow modification was well illustrated in IOP 5. In this case there
was a front moving toward the Alps from the north;
blocking of the cold post-frontal air caused the cold
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air mass to split and flow around the Alps to the east
through Slovenia and to west through southern France
(Figure 1 of Pradier et al., 2002). Figure 9 taken from
Pradier et al. (2002) shows the radar reflectivity compared to a mesoscale model simulation of the low-level
flow and equivalent potential temperature. This figure
indicates that the cold stable air from the eastern part of
the split front supplies the easterly flow in the Po Valley
while the warm, moist unstable air flows over it from the
south (dashed line in Figure 9(b)); on the western edge
of this southerly flow there is a squall line marking the
position of the cold air (solid line in Figure 9(b)) from the
western part of the split front. Vertical time cross-sections
constructed from 6-hourly soundings at Udine (northeastern Italy) show that the precipitation in that area is
a result of the convergence of the southerly (jugo) and
northerly (bora) winds (Figure 4 of Ivančan-Picek et al.,
2003).
This case illustrates in vivid detail how topography
adds structure to a flow even at considerable distance
and that that structure produces distinct signatures in the
precipitation fields.
The complexity of the frontal flow modification in
passing the Alps is further illustrated by the multiDoppler radar analysis in Pradier et al. (2004) which
carried out a comparative study of cases IOPs 4, 8,
9, and 15. These cases had the common feature of
not producing heavy precipitation. Although IOPs were
declared in all four cases based in part on the possibility
of heavy precipitation, only for IOPs 8 and 9 was heavy
precipitation in the LMTA judged to be a certainty. The

principal reason that none of these cases produced heavy
precipitation in the LMTA was the effect of air flowing
downslope off the western Alps. That is, although every
one of these cases had deep, slowly moving troughs
(as in Figures 4(a), (b)), each trough entered the Alpine
region with enough of a westerly component to produce
downslope winds in the LMTA and thus offset the lowlevel southerly flow that was trying to flow upslope.
These examples illustrate that when dealing with a
time-dependent synoptic-scale flow past 3D topography,
even a forecast for ‘upslope’ flow at a particular location
can be a tricky matter.
Finally, the MAP case with perhaps the widest variety of flow features was that of IOP 15 which produced heavy rain in the eastern Po Valley. Buzzi et al.
(2003) details the sequence of events ranging from lee
cyclogenesis to frontal modification by the Alps to the
mesoscale structure of fronts that were associated with
the heavy precipitation.
3.6. Down-valley flow
Part of the MAP design proposal was to measure the flow
involved in orographic precipitation down to the scale of
individual cachements. Within the LMTA, the Doppler on
Wheels (DOW, Wurman et al. 1997) was deployed in the
Toce and Ticino Valleys (see Figure 1 of Bougeault et al.,
2001). In several cases the DOW observed down-valley
winds while the large-scale flow was up-valley (Table I of
Steiner et al., 2003). The best documented case was that
occurring during IOP 8 (Steiner et al., 2003; Bousquet

Figure 9. Comparison of (a) the observed radar reflectivity (grey shading, dBZ) at z = 2.5 km with (b) the simulated wind (longest vector length
is roughly 20 m s−1 ) and (c) the equivalent potential temperature (grey shading, K) fields at 09 UTC on 4 October 1999. Domain (13–14.6 ° E,
45.1–46.8 ° N) is centred on the Italian/Slovenian border. Thin black lines indicate political boundaries, while grey contours show the orography
at 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 km (after Pradier et al., 2002).
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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and Smull, 2003b). Figure 10 shows this low-level downvalley flow as it was observed by airborne Doppler radar
during the period 1255–1310 UTC on 21 October 1999.
As impressive as these data are, one cannot begin to
discover the dynamics of the airflow without commensurate thermodynamic information. One can reasonably
suppose that the down-valley flow was negatively buoyant. If so, the causes of the negative buoyancy need to
be investigated. Steiner et al. (2003) found that the top
of the downward motion in the valley is at the melting
level, and they have suggested that the negative buoyancy
derives from melting and evaporation of the precipitation in the valley. Model-aided studies (e.g. Asencio and
Stein, 2006) are beginning to shed light on the differing dynamics leading to these down-valley flows. Their
results support the hypothesis of melting and/or evaporation producing the negative buoyancy, but not in all
cases. Unknown at present is the role played by these
down-valley flows in affecting precipitation intensity and
location.
4. Precipitation growth processes determined from
the MAP SOP data
A major objective of MAP was to relate the synopticscale and mesoscale dynamics (described above) to
the precipitation growth mechanisms occurring on the
microscale. In particular, MAP sought to understand
how the precipitation growth processes were modified
by orography. The fine-scale air motions and microphysical processes affecting precipitation growth were documented in MAP primarily by ground-based and airborne
radar measurements obtained on the Mediterranean side
of the Alps. Studies of the relationship of microphysics
and dynamics in MAP have primarily been in the form
of radar data analyses (Houze et al., 2001; Medina and
Houze, 2003a, b; Ascencio et al., 2003; Georgis et al.,
2003; Yuter and Houze, 2003; Medina, 2005; Medina

et al., 2005; Pujol et al., 2005). However, bulk microphysical modelling studies have been an important supplement to the radar analyses (Yuter and Houze, 2003;
Lascaux et al., 2006). In this section we summarize the
results of these MAP studies of orographic precipitation
mechanisms.
4.1. Types of flow regimes documented in IOPs 2b, 3,
5, and 8
Orography can affect precipitation growth in a wide
variety of ways, which vary with the synoptic setting
in which the precipitation occurs. In the case of MAP,
Ascencio et al. (2003) noted that the air flowing off
the Mediterranean in IOP 2b was conditionally unstable
with high convective available potential energy (CAPE)
and convective inhibition (CIN), and the precipitation in
the coastal mountain region of Italy (Appenines) was
highly convective. They further pointed out, however,
that ‘a second type of convection’ occurred over the
Alpine slopes, where the intensive MAP observations
were mostly obtained (the LMTA). The forcing in this
regime was provided by wind blowing over the Alpine
barrier, north of the Po Valley. By the time the air masses
reached this region they were only weakly unstable, and
Ascencio et al. (2003) found that the rain amounts were
controlled more by the cross-barrier flow strength than
by the CAPE. The orographic precipitation mechanisms
elucidated by the MAP observations relate to this regime.
As noted in previous sections of this review, the LMTA
in both IOPs 2b and 8 was located ahead of largeamplitude baroclinic troughs with rather similar 500 and
850 mb flows upstream of the Alps. However, the flow
at lower levels differed, and the interaction of the flow
with the southern Alpine slopes and the orographic precipitation enhancement that resulted from this interaction
was very different. This contrast helped distinguish the
precipitation mechanisms as a function of the stability

Figure 10. Airborne dual-Doppler analysis of airflow at z = 1.0 km amsl during 1255–1310 UTC on 21 October 1999. Grey shading indicates
terrain elevation (km amsl) according to the key at right. The dashed line indicates the P-3 flight track (after Bousquet and Smull, 2003b).
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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and strength of the low-level flow. To quantify this comparison, Medina et al. (2005) used simplified 2D simulations to examine the differing terrain-modified flows that
occurred during IOPs 2b and 8. Using idealized upstream
stability and wind profiles based on those observed during
IOPs 2b and 8, they obtained the results in Figure 11.
IOP 2b was characterized by a nearly neutral to slightly
unstable upstream flow (squared moist Brunt–Väisälä
frequency, Nm 2 , of 0.03 × 10−4 s−2 ) and wind component normal to the barrier exhibiting a low-level crossbarrier jet. The model results of Medina et al. (2005)
for these upstream conditions are shown in Figure 11(a),
where the flow at all levels in the domain is from left
to right. The computed flow pattern shows that the jet
began rising at the foot of the barrier and maintained
its low-level jet structure over the windward slope. The
simulated flow pattern also included enhanced downslope winds that exhibited some aspects of mountain wave
behaviour on the lee slope.
Medina et al. (2005) also simulated the IOP 8 case,
which had a profoundly stable low-level flow with Nm 2
approximately 30 times that in IOP 2b. The upstream
conditions consisted of a vertically uniform cross-barrier
wind speed of 10 m s−1 and Nm 2 = 1.0 × 10−4 s−2 .
With these upstream conditions, the simulation showed
strong flow retardation and reversal over the windward
slopes at the lower levels (negative velocity component,
shown by shading below the zero line in Figure 11(b)).
As discussed in section 3.3, the low-level air actually
originates from the east; hence a better representation
of the upstream flow would be one with a stagnant
layer below mountain-top level; however the resulting

flow (Figure 11(b)) would be substantially the same.
The isotachs above the 3 km level over the windward
slope bend downwards toward the crest of the terrain,
indicating a further deceleration (upstream blocking) of
the wind as the airstream approached the Alps. Strong
vertical shear of the cross-barrier flow developed in the
layer between 1 and 3 km, just upstream of and over the
windward slope.
The idealized model results obtained by Medina et al.
(2005) corresponded remarkably closely to the Doppler
radar data analyzed by Medina and Houze (2003a) for
IOPs 2b and 8 (Figure 12(a), (d)). The patterns observed
by radar in both IOPs 2b and 8 persisted over several
hours during the passage of the storms, and Figure 12
contain composites of the data collected over a 3-hour
period in each case (except for (d)). Analyzing radar
data in IOP 2b, Georgis et al. (2003) found very similar
results to those of Medina and Houze (2003a) shown in
Figure 12(a), (b).
4.2. Cases with neutral to slightly unstable strong
low-level cross-barrier flow: IOPs 2b, 3, and 5
First, we examine the IOP 2b data. Figure 12(a) shows
the 3-hour average of S-Pol radar radial velocity along
a south-east/north-west cross-section extending from the
radar to the Alpine windward slopes. The radial velocity
is positive in the whole domain (away from the radar,
or from left to right in the figure). It shows a low-level
jet that rises abruptly over the first peak of the terrain,
transporting low-level moisture to higher levels, consistent with the model result in Figure 11(a). Figure 12(b)
shows that the 3-hour mean reflectivity was dominated
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Figure 11. Vertical cross-section of simulated moist flow past a 2D bell-shaped mountain with height of 3.1 km and half-width of 44 km
(representing the European Alps), as revealed after 30 h of integration with a high-resolution numerical model. Horizontal wind speed is shown
in colour shading, with positive values denoting flow from left to right and zero indicated by the black contour. Horizontal distance is labelled
from the left edge of the display domain, which is a subset of the computational domain. (a) Case representing MAP IOP 2b, initialized with a
saturated sounding having surface temperature of 293 K and vertically uniform static stability (Nm 2 = 0.03 × 10−4 s−2 ). The wind speed profile
was vertically uniform at 10 m s−1 everywhere except for a layer between the surface and 2 km, where speeds increased linearly to reach a
peak value of 20 m s−1 at an altitude of 1 km. (b) Case representing MAP IOP 8, initialized with a saturated sounding with surface temperature
283 K, vertically uniform static stability (Nm 2 = 1.0 × 10−4 s−2 ) and wind speed 10 m s−1 . Both runs employed a surface non-dimensional
drag coefficient of 0.01 (from Medina et al., 2005).
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Figure 12. Three-hour composite vertical cross-sections of radar data (a)–(c) in MAP IOP 2b and (d)–(f) in IOP 8. All data except (d) are from
the S-Pol radar, and all of the cross-sections extend from the S-Pol radar location toward the north-west. The IOP 2b data are from 07–10 UTC
on 20 September 1999, the IOP 8 data from 08–11 UTC on 21 October 1999 (except for (d)). (a) shows 3-hour mean radial velocity from the
S-Pol radar. (d) shows the wind component in the plane of the cross-section indicated by airborne dual-Doppler radar measurements obtained
by the NOAA P-3 aircraft (averaged 09–10 UTC on 21 October 1999), (b) and (e) show 3-hour mean radar reflectivity from S-Pol radar, and
(c) and (f) 3-hour accumulated frequency of occurrence of particle types identified by S-Pol polarimetric variables. Colour shading indicates
frequency of occurrence of graupel and/or dry aggregates during the 3 hours of observations. Cyan (orange) contours surround the region in
which dry snow (wet snow) was present 50% (30%) or more of the time. The inset to the right of (c) shows the rates of particle growth by
coalescence and riming calculated by Yuter and Houze (2003). The red dot in (d) shows the location of the ETH X-band vertically pointing
radar, located at Macugnaga, Italy. All the cross-sections are adapted from Medina (2005).

by a composite echo that had a convective-like vertical
structure over the first peak of the terrain. The height
of the maximum echo intensity was below the 0 ° C
level (∼3.5 km altitude), suggesting that coalescence was
important in the orographic precipitation (Caracena et al.,
1979; White et al., 2003). Medina and Houze (2003a)
found that the vertical echo structure over the first peak
of the terrain seen in IOP 2b was associated with the
low-level jet rising abruptly over the peak. Using tripleDoppler radar synthesis of the wind field, Georgis et al.
(2003) found a lag of about 8 km between the enhanced
condensation and fallout of precipitation near the peak of
the first steep mountain peak on the windward side of the
barrier. They analyzed the reflectivity data statistically to
show the preferred occurrence of maximum surface rain
rate near the top of the first peak encountered by the flow
(Figure 13).
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

Medina and Houze (2003a) examined the microphysical processes associated with the maximum of precipitation over the first peak of terrain. Figure 12(c), based on
their paper, shows the 3-hour accumulated frequency of
occurrence of particle types derived using Vivekanandan
et al.’s (1999) particle identification algorithm (based on
the dual polarimetric radar signals of the NCAR S-Pol
radar). An important signal was the intermittent occurrence of graupel (shaded contours) above the region of
the echo maximum over the first peak of terrain. This
signal implies that during this 3-hour period the general uplift over the first peak of terrain (Figure 12(a))
released short-lived convective cells, each producing temporary pockets of supercooled cloud water that promoted
riming of ice particles that sped up the growth and
fallout of precipitation in that location. This graupel
signal thus indicates that local orographic precipitation
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: 811–830 (2007)
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Figure 13. Contoured frequency of radar-derived rainfall rate (contour
interval 4% of occurrence). The bold solid line represents the mean
value. The cross-section runs south-south-east to north-north-west.
Adapted from Georgis et al. (2003). The exact location of the
cross-section can be seen in Figure 11 of their paper.

enhancement was embedded in the general layer of precipitation encompassing the mountains as the baroclinic
trough passed over the region. This background of general synoptic-scale precipitation in which the cellular orographic enhancement was located was evident on polarimetric radar as a broad layer of persistent dry snow (cyan
contour in Figure 12(c)) which was melting and falling
into a layer of wet snow (orange contour in Figure 12(c)).
By calculating the water budget within the radar observation volume, Georgis et al. (2003) found that condensate
was removed from the echo volume with about an 85%
efficiency (ratio of precipitation to condensed water).
This high efficiency over windward slopes was previously noted by Smith (1979) and is consistent with the
accelerated particle growth by coalescence and riming
evident in polarimetric radar data.
Medina and Houze (2003b), Medina (2005), and Pujol
et al. (2005) have shown the orographic enhancement
seen in IOP 2b (Figures 12(a)–(c)) to be a repeatable
phenomenon over the Alps, and possibly in other orographic regimes. Figure 14 based on Medina and Houze
(2003b), and Medina (2005) shows that essentially the
same storm elements seen in IOP 2b occurred in IOP 3
(26 September 1999) and IOP 5 (3 October 1999). Pujol
et al. (2005) analyzed IOP 3 in detail and also reached the
conclusion that IOP 3 exhibited airflow and microphysics
like those described by Medina and Houze (2003a) for
IOP 2b. IOPs 2b, 3, and 5 were all characterized by
baroclinic trough passages. In each case, when the flow
reached the main Alpine barrier in the LMTA, a lowlevel jet rose over the first peak of terrain, its potential
instability was released, and a vertical echo cell with
graupel occurred intermittently in that location over a
3-hour period. The 3-hour mean echo cross-sections in
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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Figures 14(b) and (e) are the accumulated result of the
intermittent cells.
Medina and Houze (2003a) constructed a schematic
model of the flow in the two types of orographic flow
regimes documented in the LMTA in MAP (Figure 15).
This schematic is essentially similar to the hypothesized
schematic of blocked and unblocked flows over a mountain barrier in Colorado suggested by Peterson et al.
(1991, their Figure 1). Figure 15(a) from Medina and
Houze (2003a) is a conceptual model of the orographic
enhancement for the class of MAP cases in which a strong
cross-barrier flow ahead of a baroclinic trough had neutral to slightly unstable moist stratification at all levels
(high Froude number). Although the schematic was first
presented in connection with IOP 2b, the similarities of
IOPs 2b, 3 and 5 suggest that this schematic applies generally to cases of neutral to slightly unstable moist flow
over the Alpine barrier. In such cases, the widespread
precipitation layer is enhanced over peaks in the windward slope terrain, with the strongest enhancement over
the first peak, as seen in each of the MAP IOPs 2b, 3 and
5 (cf. Figures 12(a)–(c), 14(a)–(c) and 14(d)–(f)). In all
three of these cases, the time-mean flow rose rapidly over
the first peak of terrain. This type of rise evidently produces the maximum in the mean precipitation echo over
the first peak for two reasons: first, the strong upstream
flow is unblocked and thus has little tendency to turn
away from the terrain and instead it rises over the barrier,
and condensation results from the forced uplift; second, a
moderate degree of moist instability in the upstream flow
is released and leads to intermittent cells in the rising flow
over the first peak. These two effects produce pockets of
concentrated liquid water content over the sharp peaks of
terrain. The cloud liquid water generated in these pockets attaches itself to precipitation particles already present
in the widespread synoptic-scale precipitation layer, via
riming above the 0 ° C layer (producing graupel) and via
coalescence below the melting layer. The added weight of
the collected cloud drops hastens the fallout of the precipitation particles. Thus, the pre-existing precipitation
particles carry the orographically generated liquid water
rapidly to the ground over the lower windward slopes.
The inset in Figure 12 is from Yuter and Houze (2003).
It verifies from simple model calculations based on
the conditions in IOP 2b that the radar-observed graupel layer corresponded to the layer in which riming is
expected to occur, and that coalescence likely was also
strong just below the layer of riming. In a simulation of
IOP 3 with a high-resolution mesoscale model with bulk
ice-phase microphysics, Lascaux et al. (2006) quantified
the main microphysical processes responsible for precipitation growth and reached the same conclusion: that
riming dominated just above the 0 ° C level and coalescence just below. These processes are all implied in the
schematic diagram shown in Figure 15(a). This schematic
indicates the individual components of the mechanism: a
small-scale updraught over the peak of terrain, higher
liquid water content generated by the updraught, and
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Figure 14. Three-hour composite vertical cross-sections of S-Pol radar data in MAP (a–c) IOP 3 for 00–03 UTC on 26 September 1999
(cross-sections running towards the north-north-west) and (d–f) IOP 5 for 11–14 UTC on 3 October 1999 (cross-sections running towards the
north). (a, d) are 3-hour mean radial velocity, and (b, e) are 3-hour mean radar reflectivity. (c, f) are 3-hour accumulated frequency of occurrence
of particle types identified by S-Pol polarimetric variables: colour shading indicates frequency of occurrence of graupel and/or dry aggregates
during the 3 h of observations. Cyan contours surround the region in which dry snow was present (c) 30% and (f) 20% or more of the time.
Orange contours surround the region in which wet snow was present (c) 5% and (f) 8% or more of the time (adapted from Medina, 2005).

liquid water attached to precipitation particles by coalescence and riming. Without the microphysical attachment
to precipitation particles, the cloud water would likely be
advected up and over the terrain. Instead the water falls
out over the lower slopes. Medina and Houze (2003a),
Georgis et al. (2003) and Pujol et al. (2005) all agree on
this microphysical interpretation in the context of cases
like IOPs 2b, 3 and 5. In IOP 2b these processes led to
rain amounts of 200+ mm in 24 hours over the lower
Alpine slopes (Medina and Houze, 2003a; Rotunno and
Ferretti, 2003).
4.3. Cases with stable weak low-level cross-barrier
flow: IOP 8 and IMPROVE II
Returning now to IOP 8, as represented in Figures 11
and 12, we note that the cross-barrier flow pattern at
low levels in IOP 8 was very different from IOPs 2b,
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

3 and 5. Figure 12(d) shows isotachs of cross-barrier
flow obtained by airborne Doppler radar in IOP 8. In
sharp contrast to IOPs 2b, 3 and 5, the cross-barrier
flow in IOP 8 was retarded in the lowest 1–2 km over
the terrain. This flow retardation at low levels, bounded
above by a layer of strong shear separating the low-level
flow from the upper-level strong cross-barrier flow, was
similar to the idealized simulation of Medina et al. (2005)
in Figure 11(b). Ground-based Doppler radar and other
airborne Doppler radar showed that the flow in IOP 8
actually reversed at the lowest levels (Medina and Houze,
2003a; Bousquet and Smull, 2003a; Steiner et al., 2003).
The schematic diagram in Figure 15(b) indicates essential features of the flow in IOP 8. This schematic is very
similar to the ‘decoupled’ case in the conceptual model of
Peterson et al. (1991). Blocked air at low levels is shown
upstream of the Alps with a flow reversal at the lowest
levels. Strong cross-barrier flow rose over the layer of
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Figure 15. Conceptual model of the airflow and microphysics of orographic precipitation mechanisms in MAP cases of (a) unstable unblocked
low-level flow, and (b) stable blocked low-level flow (adapted from Medina and Houze, 2003a).
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blocked air. In addition, down-valley flow drained into
the blocked layer from the deep river valleys (Steiner
et al. 2003, section 3f). A layer of strong shear separated
the retarded flow from a more rapidly moving current
above (Figure 15(b)). This rising air current accounts for
large precipitation accumulation, not only in the mountains themselves, but also for the occurrence of enhanced
precipitation amounts upstream over the plains ahead of
the Alpine barrier (Houze et al., 2001).
The 3-hour composite radar reflectivity cross-section
from the ground-based S-Pol radar (Figure 12(e)) showed
a highly stratiform structure with a horizontally oriented
bright band at the melting level, in sharp contrast to
the vertical mean echo cell in IOP 2b. Yuter and Houze
(2003) and Houze and Medina (2005) have shown that
weak cells characterized by fall streaks and small-scale
maxima of vertical velocity were embedded in the stratiform echo pattern. Figure 16, adapted from Houze and
Medina (2005), shows a segment of vertically pointing radar data obtained in IOP 8. The location of the
radar is indicated by the red dot in Figure 12(d). The
time section in Figure 16 documents the vertical velocity cells above the melting layer. The cells were in
the layer of shear seen directly above the radar location at about 3 km height in Figure 12(d). The cells
probably extended below the melting layer but were
obscured in the cross-section (Figure 16(b)) by the fall
speeds of raindrops. Houze and Medina (2005) found
the cells to consist typically of updraughts ∼3–5 km
in width and ∼1–3 m s−1 in intensity. Thus, the cells
were of the scale of convective updraughts, though they
may have been of a mechanical rather than thermodynamic origin. Regardless of their origin, these cells
were sufficiently large, strong and persistent to affect the
precipitation processes over the windward slopes. They
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Figure 16. Data obtained in IOP 8 with the ETH X-band vertically
pointing radar, located at Macugnaga (near Monte Rosa, Italy), during
MAP. The data shown are for 0820–0920 UTC on 21 October 1999:
(a) reflectivity (dBZ) and (b) radial velocity (m s−1 , with positive
(negative) values denoting flow away from (towards) the radar). Data
provided by the MAP Data Centre (adapted from Houze and Medina,
2005).

apparently enhanced the precipitation particle growth
in the layer just above and below the melting layer.
Evidence for this particle-growth enhancement appeared
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in the polarimetric particle identification algorithm output shown in Figure 12(f). A layer of recurrent ice
particles that were probably either rimed aggregates
or graupel particles appeared just above the melting
layer. As in IOP 2b, the cellularity of vertical air
motions evidently enhanced the growth of ice particles in this layer. However, instead of being associated with sudden rising over a single peak in the terrain, the cellular air motions seen in Figure 16 occurred
systematically in the layer of strong shear atop the
retarded flow seen in Figure 12(d) and indicated in
Figure 15(b).
Although documented in MAP only in IOP 8, smallscale overturning in a sheared layer over the windward
slope appears to have some generality as an orographic
precipitation mechanism in temperate baroclinic systems
passing over a mountain range. Houze and Medina (2005)
found similar cellularity in vertically pointing radar data
collected in the IMPROVE II project over the Cascade Mountains in 2001 (Stoelinga et al., 2003). The
data were collected in widespread precipitation associated with baroclinic troughs passing over the Cascades.
Again the cells were located in a layer of shear atop
a low layer of retarded cross-barrier flow (as seen in
Figures 12(d) and 15(b)). Generalizing on the observations in both MAP and IMPROVE II, Houze and Medina (2005) schematized the layer of shear with embedded cells as shown in Figure 17. As indicated in the
schematic, the deep and widespread layer of precipitation
associated with the synoptic-scale storm had ice particles
aloft drifting down through the disturbed layer. As these
pre-existing ice particles aloft passed downwards through
the layer of overturning cells, further growth of the snow
particles was favoured. Although aggregate snowflakes
were likely already present in the deep and widespread
frontal cloud passing over the mountain range, the variable vertical air motions in the layer of cellular motions
in the shear layer would have favoured further aggregation of ice particles. The aggregate snowflakes present in
the deep frontal cloud were large targets for the small
supercooled droplets attaching themselves to ice particles in the riming process. The small-scale updraught
cells would have favoured the riming of the aggregates
and other ice particles since the orographically generated
cloud liquid water became locally highly concentrated
in the small-scale updraught pockets. The aggregates
and other ice particles falling through these concentrated pockets of supercooled water rimed more heavily,
became denser and fell out more quickly than would
have been possible in the absence of the updraught cells.
Houze and Medina (2005) found heavily rimed aggregates in the shear layer in aircraft microphysical data
collected in IMPROVE II. Where the updraught cells
occurred or extended below the 0 ° C level, raindrops
(instead of ice particles) likely grew by collection (coalescence) of the orographically generated cloud liquid water
droplets.
Houze and Medina (2005) found that the layer of cellular motions in both the IMPROVE II storms and in
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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Figure 17. Conceptual model of the dynamical and microphysical
mechanisms responsible for the orographic enhancement of precipitation in storms with a shear layer separating retarded flow at lower
levels from stronger cross-barrier flow aloft (from Houze and Medina,
2005).

MAP IOP 8 occurred in a shear layer (Figure 15(b)) that
was either absolutely statically stable or nearly so. They
concluded that the cellular motions were more likely a
manifestation of mechanical turbulence as opposed to
thermal convection. The Richardson number was <0.25
(Medina, 2005), indicating that the turbulence could have
been induced by the shear. Alternatively, the turbulence
could be associated with flow over the rough terrain,
or the cellular motions could be induced by the locally
destabilizing effect of cooling associated with melting.
The shear is implicated in MAP IOP 8 and IMPROVE II
as playing a major role in producing this type of cellularity since the layer of cells has been found to be
associated with the shear layer in all the cases so far
observed. The data thus suggest that cellularity of vertical motions at low levels over the lower windward slopes
of a large mountain barrier is likely to occur whether the
flow is statically stable or unstable. If the flow is stable,
low-level flow retardation is likely to result in a shear
layer (Figure 11(b)), which is a favourable environment
for mechanical turbulence, which provides cellularity of
vertical air motions in lieu of thermodynamically unstable overturning. Whatever the relative role of the shear
as regards melting or flow over rough terrain, the interesting result is that cellularity can enhance the growth
of precipitation particles over mountain slopes whether
or not the upstream flow is unstable. The cellularity then
helps remove the orographically generated cloud liquid
water by concentrating it into pockets, thus facilitating
the collection of cloud liquid water by the precipitation
particles in the widespread cloud layer. The precipitation particles then can efficiently collect the cloud liquid
water and quickly become heavy enough to fall out on
the windward slopes of the terrain. Thus, any widespread
baroclinic storm passing over a mountain range has the
capacity to rapidly lose as precipitation the orographically generated condensate, regardless of upstream stability.
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: 811–830 (2007)
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5. Present and future MAP-related work on
orographic flow and precipitation modification
As illustrated in Figure 1, the first step in thinking about
orographic precipitation is to have some idea of whether
an obstacle will force an approaching airstream upwards
or, instead, sideways. In the simplest models, the parameters controlling this outcome are the velocity of a uniform
approaching stream U , the height of a simply shaped
obstacle h and the static stability of the approaching
air, as measured by the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, N ;
together they form the non-dimensional control parameter, F r = U/N h, the Froude number. For F r  1,
an approaching airstream flows over the obstacle; for
F r  1 it cannot flow over and is deflected sideways
(Smith, 1979). In the former case the perturbed horizontal flow is small and the well-developed machinery of
linear wave theory may be brought to bear on the problem; in the latter case the perturbed horizontal flow is
as large as the approaching flow and linear theory is not
applicable.
Even if U and N were to be regarded as constant, a
glance at any of the topographical maps shown herein
indicates that the Alpine topography is complex and 3D,
with many horizontal scales, each having its own h. If
it is the case that N is so reduced by latent heating
that F r  1 for any h, then it is possible to derive the
orographic flow modification scale by scale through a
Fourier solution of the linearized governing equations.
Motivated by MAP results, R. Smith and collaborators
have developed and applied linear models of orographic
precipitation to the Alps and other mountains ranges
(Jiang and Smith, 2003; Smith 2003; Smith and Barstad,
2004; Barstad and Smith, 2005; Smith, 2006). The extent
to which these models will have a predictive capability is
at present unknown, although climatological applications
are promising (Smith et al., 2005).
The importance of latent heating acting to reduce
the static stability of the approaching flow is critical;
if the stability were to be calculated (from almost any
MAP-observed upstream sounding) based on unsaturated
parcel displacements, then the calculation of F r would
always indicate blocked flow (with N ≈ 0.01 s−1 , U =
10 m s−1 and h = 3000 m, F r = 1/3). In many cases
the upstream sounding is nearly saturated and only small
displacements would be required to produce saturated
conditions and so have weak stability to subsequent
displacements; conversely, saturated air subjected to
downward displacements may become unsaturated and so
have strong static stability to subsequent displacements.
Thus the local static stability can vary asymmetrically
with displacement. Motivated by MAP observations of
nearly saturated moist neutral soundings, Miglietta and
Rotunno (2005, 2006) have explored using a numerical
model the orographic flow response of nearly neutral air
flowing past a 2D ridge. The MAP observations also
partly motivated the study by Ralph et al. (2005), which
showed near-moist neutrality in the soundings (for z <
3.0 km amsl) upstream of the orographic precipitation in
the coastal mountains of California.
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Near neutrality of the upstream soundings was noted
among the first important observations related to orographic precipitation (e.g. Sawyer, 1956; his Figure 2).
The implications of this observation have been debated
for almost 60 years (Smith, 1979). On the one hand
neutrality indicates uninhibited ascent with the condensation rate proportional to the orographic ascent given
by U h/L, where L is the horizontal scale of the topographical feature. On the other hand, the neutrality is usually accomplished through turbulent mixing by embedded cells and so should be taken as evidence for the
role of the cells in enhancing the efficiency of the conversion of the condensate resulting from the orographically induced upward motion. Observations generally
show that the observed rainfall rates appear to scale as
U h/L (e.g. Neiman et al., 2002, who find this to be the
case in the absence of low-level blocking; James and
Houze, 2005), reinforcing the idea that cellularity acts to
enhance the efficiency of the conversion of condensate to
precipitation.
As discussed in section 4, MAP IOPs 2b, 3, 5 and
8, together with the more recent IMPROVE II program,
have advanced our understanding of cellularity. In all the
nearly neutral cases intermittent cellularity was present
and favoured upward motion over the sharp peaks of
terrain, especially the first peak encountered by the nearly
neutral but slightly unstable cross-barrier flow. This led
to local enhancement over the lowest windward slopes
and concentrated rain amounts over the sharp peaks. In
the stable case IOP 8, the cross-barrier flow at lower
levels was very weak as a result of blocking produced
by stable air flowing from the east, nearly parallel to the
Alpine barrier. In that case, the precipitation enhancement
was spread over a broader region with no particularly
favoured peaks. Cellularity in the stable case was found to
occur in the layer of strong shear at the top of the blocked
layer, indicating that cellularity can and does occur
even if the cross-barrier flow is stable and/or blocked
at low levels. Both types of cellularity – intermittent
thermal convection over peaks in the terrain in slightly
unstable cases and turbulent overturning in the shear layer
in the stable cases – can concentrate the orographically
generated cloud liquid water in small-scale pockets.
The cloud droplets in these cells attach themselves to
precipitation particles (snow or rain particles that either
were pre-existing in the widespread cloud system or
produced within the cells) and fall out on the windward
slope. The precipitation enhancement can thus proceed
with the aid of small-scale cellular motions in either
unstable or stable cross-barrier flow. The cases studied in
IMPROVE II by Houze and Medina (2005) have shown
the overturning in a shear layer atop relatively weak lowlevel cross-barrier flow also occurs in storms passing over
the Cascade Range, thus suggesting that that process has
generality.
Future studies need to further examine the generality
of these two modes of cellularity. One such study is the
Sierra Hydrometeorology Atmospheric River Experiment
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(SHARE) proposed for California. The field measurements are being designed in part to test whether these
processes occur in that venue. A particularly challenging
problem for future studies is to obtain in situ observations that confirm the microphysical growth modes of
the precipitation particles. Hobbs (1975) found evidence
that much of the key growth occurs in the lowest kilometre above the slopes. The vertically pointing radar data
such as that seen in Figure 16 also show that the cellularity is often at very low altitudes. These low altitudes
over complex terrain are not possible to probe by aircraft.
So other techniques and observational strategies will be
needed to fully understand the microphysics of this type
of orographic precipitation.
Before leaving the topic of cellularity we mention
two other categories: in certain cases the upstream
sounding may become moist unstable when subject to
large-scale orographic lifting; small-scale terrain features may then produce banded cellular structures which
can induce large local variations of the accumulated
rainfall (Kirshbaum and Durran, 2005, and references
therein). Research continues on the mechanisms accounting for the existence, location and structure of these features (Kirshbaum and Durran, 2004; Fuhrer and Schär,
2005). In other cases the upstream sounding is very
unstable and the orographic precipitation derives from
deep convective cells (e.g. Maddox et al., 1978; Caracena et al., 1979), which have updraughts (and hence
condensation rates) substantially greater than orographic
flows associated with widespread baroclinic cloud systems. Thunderstorm outflows add further complexity
to the evolution of the convective cells and/or systems thereof which may propagate with respect to
the ambient wind. Only one deep convective case
occurred in MAP (IOP 2a; Seity et al., 2003; Richard
et al., 2003). However, one such case is not sufficient to draw many generalizations. The Convective
and Orographically-induced Precipitation Study (COPS)
scheduled for June to August 2007 on the north side
of the Alps may provide further data on this type of
orographic precipitation. Idealized studies of deep convection in mountainous regions are relatively few and
challenging since the number of control parameters is
potentially great (upstream soundings of wind and thermodynamic variables as well as the topographic shapes
are diverse). Some recent attempts in this direction may
be found in Chen and Lin (2005a, b) and Lin et al.
(2005).
IOP 8 was the only profoundly statically stable case
studied in MAP. However, it represents an important
class of storms and needs further study. Some studies
have begun. For situations of statically stable (varying
from weak to strong stability) upstream flow, a number of
studies have appeared that address various idealizations
of the Alpine topography (Miglietta and Buzzi, 2001,
2004; Rakovec et al., 2004; Vrhovec et al., 2004a,b;
Medina et al., 2005; Jiang, 2006). Further exploration of
this parameter space is needed.
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

The studies by Gheusi and Stein (2003), Stein (2004),
and Gheusi and Davies (2004) have considered numerical simulations of simple flows past the actual, as well
as simplified, Alpine topography. In these simulations
the initial flow is uniform, and the initial horizontally
uniform thermodynamic sounding is chosen based on a
conditionally unstable condition; hence the flow response
is mostly a stable one since saturation (with ensuing instability) is reached only in certain locations and (judging
from the sounding in Figure 2 of Stein 2004) only for
the lowest (50 hPa) layer of air. These studies may be
contrasted with several of the studies mentioned above
that use nearly saturated weakly stable or neutral soundings as their starting point. One may reasonably expect
large differences in the orographic flow modification
depending on these differing input soundings. Hence we
believe more research is needed into exactly what thermodynamic conditions are the ones to which the the
various scales of orographic-flow modification primarily
respond.
Increasingly, collaboration between the MAP modelling and the observational communities is occurring.
Detailed comparisons between observations and output
from numerical simulations of MAP storms have begun
(e.g. Lascaux et al., 2006). These studies will evaluate the numerical models’ representation of terrainmodified flows. In addition, hydrometeor fields predicted by the model will be compared with S-Pol
radar observations on particle type. This work will be
important to test, quantify, and refine observation-based
hypotheses on the dominant growth processes of orographic precipitation (such as those in Figures 15 and
17).
MAP studies to date focus on the basic questions:
Where and how strong is upward motion forced by an
airstream approaching complex orography? What sorts of
small-scale motions are released within the mean flow?
How do the microphysical processes respond to both the
mean and small-scale transient motions? What are the
important sensitivities to the external parameters? The
results of these studies strongly suggest the need for work
on the predictability of the orographic precipitation which
may help to narrow the range of possible sensitivities.
Such studies are just beginning (Walser et al., 2004;
Walser and Schär, 2004).
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